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BECAUSE

YOUR PEOPLE MATTER

SIMPLIFIES HOSE 
SELECTION

MXT consolidates different 
hose specifications into one 
hose construction, which 
makes training new employees 
faster and allows operators to 
concentrate on their task, not 
hose selection.

LIGHTER TO CARRY

MXT is easier to lift and move, 
especially for employees 

performing repetitive tasks.

EASIER TO BEND

With up to 35% less force-to-bend 
over other compact hose 

constructions, MXT is faster to 
install and easier to route, which 
increases productivity while also 

taking care of your people.

MXT™
KEEPS YOUR WORK FORCE SAFE AND ON THE JOB
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BECAUSE

OPERATIONS 
DEMAND EFFICIENCY

FASTER AND EASIER  
ON-APPLICATION ROUTING

Overcome bottlenecks and 
reduce mis-routings with MXT. 

Faster assembly means 
increased output for your 

operation.

REDUCE MATERIAL COSTS

Flexible by design and tested 
for tighter bend radius, MXT 

allows you to use less hose to 
get from port-to-port.

LESS MATERIAL HANDLING

With faster and easier 
assembly production, this 

multi-spec hose saves you time 
and workhours while 

simplifying your inventory.

LIGHTER WEIGHT 
  = COST SAVINGS

MXT reduces overall 
equipment weight in 

transport, decreases bulk 
hose freight costs, and 
helps you meet weight 

reduction targets. MXT’s 
weight savings also 

reduces wear and tear on 
your equipment and 

improves fuel efficiency.

MXT™
SIMPLICITY IS A STRATEGIC ADVANTAGE
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BECAUSE

PERFORMANCE WINS

IMPROVE YOUR FUEL EFFICIENCY

MXT reduces weight by up to 20 kg on equipment.

INNOVATE YOUR PROJECT

MXT is engineered with Gates 
materials science expertise 
offering you enhanced new 
wire technology and a slimmer 
profile for compact areas. MXT 
delivers weight and flexibility 
advantages, while simplifying 
hose replacement and service.

PREMIUM RELIABLE 
PERFORMANCE

MXT exceeds industry 
performance standards.  
With greater flexibility, a 
smaller bend radius, and 
lighter weight, it’s easier to 
route and install in tight, 
complex spaces.

MORE RESPONSIVE EQUIPMENT

Less weight on extended boom arms is just 
another advantage of MXT.

MXT™
ENGINEERED AS YOUR UNIVERSAL HYDRAULIC SOULUTION

CERTIFIED FOR

600000
IMPULSE CYCLES

3x SAE AND EN INDUSTRY STANDARDS
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BECAUSE

OPERATIONAL 
CHALLENGES WERE 
MEANT TO BE OVERCOME

PUSHING BOUNDARIES

Enhanced wire technology and 
increased wire braid pack 

density make MXT a lighter, 
stronger, more flexible cross-
functional hydraulic solution.

EXCEEDING EXPECTATIONS

At Gates, we engineer 
application-specific solutions 
using premium materials that 

offer the best performance, like 
the proprietary, new wire 

braiding process developed  
for MXT.

INTENTIONAL INNOVATION

This process of discovery and 
intentional innovation leads to 

technology breakthroughs, 
allowing us to create solutions 

that exceed the expectations  
of our customers around  

the world.

PREMIUM PERFORMANCE

Our Materials Scientists 
designed MXT to be flexible  

and lightweight without 
compromising quality or 
durability. It performs at 

600,000 impulse cycles, 3x 
SAE and EN industry standards.

MXT™
INNOVATION NEVER RESTS

HOW DID  
GATES DO IT?
MATERIALS  
SCIENCE  
INNOVATION.
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MEET MXT. 
THE NEXT  
GENERATION 
OF PREMIUM  
HYDRAULICS.

IMPROVED FLEXIBILITY

Overcome bottlenecks and 
reduce mis-routings with MXT. 
With up to 35% less force-to-
bend over other compact hose 
constructions, MXT is faster to 
install and easier to route. 
This also means MXT allows 
you to use less hose to get 
from port-to-port.

LIGHTER WEIGHT  
= COST SAVINGS

MXT reduces overall equipment 
weight in transport, decreases 
bulk hose freight costs, and  
helps you meet weight reduction 
targets. MXT’s weight savings  
also reduces wear and tear on 
your equipment and improves  
fuel efficiency.

PERFORMANCE WINS

Lighter weight means improved equipment performance  
and fuel efficiency, while exceeding standard performance.

YOUR PEOPLE MATTER

Faster and lighter assembly supports 
increased output, more ergonomic 
installation and easier lifting for  
the people you rely on to make 
business happen. 

SIMPLIFIES HOSE SELECTION

MXT consolidates different hose specs into 
one hose construction, which saves you time 
and workhours while simplifying your 
inventory. This makes training new employees 
faster and allows operators to concentrate on 
their task, not hose selection.

MXT™
REDEFINING WHAT’S POSSIBLE AROUND THE WORLD
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